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Abstract- This paper illustrates the process applying data 

mining techniques for identifying influential tests for infertility 

couples to determine the success rate of IVF (In-vitro 

Fertilization) treatment.  The data set used in the experiments 

contains information recorded during IVF treatment and relevant 

laboratory tests [1].  It has supportive information for the medical 

practitioner to identify which are tests have high impact factors in 

determining the success of infertility treatment. Data mining has 

so much of techniques that used to finding the data reduction, 

pre-processing and normalization [3].The reduced data set 

contain the set of parameters which have an influence on the 

results that can be used to predict and forecast [2]. The experiment 

is in a way of study related to the representativeness of the sample 

and irrelevant features. Out of around 250 million individuals 

estimated to be attempting parenthood at any given time, 13 to 19 

million couples are likely to be infertile. So the couples prefer the 

IVF treatment compared with other methods of treatment. In 

India the board of medical council announced the duration of 

infertility. If a woman was not conceived after his marriage within 

6 months they caused infertility. So they must start the initial 

fertility treatment. Most of them prefer the In-Vitro fertilization 

compare with other fertility treatments [9]. A survey of the fertility 

treatment 1 in 20 of all pregnancies conceived by the ivf treatment. 

But the patients suffer from the negative imagination and they 

don’t know the success level of the treatment. 

The prediction of the success rate of IVF treatment has a great 

economic importance for the couples who undergo treatment for 

baby [2]. The data set are preprocessed by the supervised filter and 

the attribute selection algorithm before subject to the prediction.  

It is very essential to properly analyze the data set and reduce or 

clean the unwanted data that increases the prediction accuracy 

[6]. The parameters with high impact factor can be selected by 

applying the proper reduct algorithm, which removes the 

parameters that has a lesser role in determining the success rate of 

particular patients and help the Gynecologists to recommend them 

for specific treatment of IVF, IUI or ICSI. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

  Technique of Data mining is for the automated discovery of 

knowledge or extracting useful information from the large 

databases.  In data mining, different types of methods and 

algorithms have been proposed; in this work for mining 
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information a data mining software tool Waikato 

Environment for Knowledge Analysis (WEKA) is used.  

This tool offers the option to select suitable algorithms and 

techniques for knowledge discovering process. Weka 

supports several standard data mining tasks, more 

specifically, data preprocessing, clustering, classification, 

regression, visualization and feature selection. All of Weka's 

techniques are predicated on the assumption that the data is 

available as a single flat file or a relation, where each data 

point is described by a fixed number of attributes [1]. In the 

Weka tool, preprocess and classify methods are used to 

extract the data from the large volume.  

  In before IVF treatment the IUI (Intra Uterine Insemination) 

treatment has to be done for infertility. But the most 

important risk of treatment with intrauterine insemination in 

a stimulated cycle is the risk of multiple pregnancies [11]. 

The main importance of IVF treatment prediction helps the 

patient has relief with Psychological and mental pressure. 

The infertility is one of the globally rising social problems 

and it affects the people physically and psychologically [5]. 

So the infertile couple starts a treatment with multiple test 

and analysis. But they don’t know the success level and the 

stand in inflexible situation. They spend more money, time 

and health for avoiding infertility [10]. So if anybody 

produce the success rate of the treatment means the patients 

may trained and ready for the treatment without fear and 

negative opinions. 

  In-Vitro Fertilization is one of the most effective treatments 

for addressing infertility causes.  This study is to find reduced 

set of the parameters without compromising knowledge and 

omits the less influential parameters set [4].In the study of 

fertility data analysis, supervised algorithm is used for 

preprocessing and feature selection technique is used for 

identifying influential parameters set from the outcome of 

IVF functional tests. The IVF tests outcomes such as Age of 

patient, Duration of infertility, Previous pregnancy, Assisted 

Reproductive Procedure, Spontaneous conception, Body 

Mass Index(BMI), Major Psychological factors, 

Endometriosis, Tubal Infertility(TI), Ovulatory factor, 

Cervical factor, Unexplained factor, No. of embryos 

transferred, No. of oocytes retrieved, Male Factors, Semen 

Ejaculate volume, Gross and microscopic appearance, Sperm 

morphology and Sperm motility are used in the study and 

subject to the attribute selection through supervised filter in 

WEGA.   The selected set contains the most significant 

parameters that can be used to predict IVF success rate [6]. 

The reduction algorithm used is capable of reducing the 

attribute sets of the information system without changing 

basic knowledge of the system [7].   Section I describes the 

materials and methods used for experiments.  The section II 

describes the experiments carried out.  
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 In this section, the artificial neural network construction, 

confusion matrix with error rate generation and results 

obtained are discussed in detail.  The last section ends with 

the conclusion and future work descriptions.  

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

A. Data set 

  The IVF data set used for this work is collected from the 

specialty test tube baby hospitals and IVF research centers in 

Tamilnadu.   The data samples directly collected from the 

infertility couples undergoing treatments and the couples 

who successfully delivered babies through IVF treatments.   

Data set contains 250 patients’ records and 27 different tests 

parameters known as attribute sets. 

B. Materials and Methods 

1. Basic concept of attribute selection algorithm 

  An attribute selection algorithm can be seen as the 

combination of a search technique for proposing new feature 

sets, along with an evaluation measure which scores the 

different feature subsets. The simplest algorithm is to test 

each possible subset of features finding the one which 

minimizes the error rate. This is an exhaustive search of the 

space, and is computationally interacting for all but the 

smallest of feature sets. In WEGA tool, the choice of 

evaluation metric mostly influences the algorithm, and these 

evaluation metrics distinguishes between the three main 

categories of feature selection algorithms: wrappers, filters 

and embedded methods. 

  Filter methods use a proxy measure instead of the error rate 

to score a feature set. This measure is chosen to be fast to 

compute, whilst still capturing the useful of the feature set. 

Common measures include the Pearson product-moment 

correlation coefficient, and inter/intra class distance. Filters 

are usually less computational intensive than wrappers, but it 

produce a feature set which is not tuned to a specific type of 

predicting method. Many filters provide a feature rank rather 

than an explicit best feature set, and the cutoff points in the 

ranking are chosen via cross-validation and testing [7]. 

2. Minimum-redundancy-maximum-relevance (mRMR) 

attribute selection 

  The mRMR can use either mutual information, correlation, 

distance/similarity scores to select features. For example, 

with mutual information, relevant features and redundant 

features are considered simultaneously. The relevance of a 

feature set S for the class c is defined by the average value of 

all mutual information values between the individual 

feature fi and the class c as follows: 

         (1) 

  The redundancy of all features in the set S is the average 

value of all mutual information values between the 

feature fi and the feature fj: 

               (2) 

  The mRMR criterion is a combination of two measures 

given above and is defined as follows: 

   (3) 

  Suppose that there are n full-set features. Let xi be the set 

membership indicator function for feature fi, so that xi=1 

indicates presence and xi=0 indicates absence of the 

feature fi in the globally optimal feature set. 

Let ci=I(fi;c) andfij=I(fi;fj). The above may then be written as 

an optimization problem: 

   (4) 

  It may be shown that mRMR feature selection is an 

approximation of the optimal dependency feature selection 

that maximizes the mutual information between the joint 

distribution of the selected features and the classification 

variable. However, since mRMR turned a combinatorial 

problem as a series of much smaller scale problems, each of 

which only involves two variables, the estimation of joint 

probabilities is much more robust. In certain situations the 

algorithm can underestimate the usefulness of features as it 

has no way to measure interactions between features. This 

can lead to poor performance when the features are 

individually useless, but are useful when combined. Overall 

the algorithm is more efficient than the theoretically optimal 

dependency reduction, yet produces a low redundancy 

feature set. 

3. IVF data preprocessing using supervised filter 

  A supervised attribute filter that can be used to select 

attributes. It is very flexible and allows various search and 

evaluation methods to be combined. The options available for 

Attribute Selection are Evaluator, Search. It also supported 

the Missing class values, Nominal class, Numeric, Date, 

Binary and No class [8]. 

  In Table 1, the set of in-vitro and spermatological data set 

and the data that has the highest influence on fertilization rate 

prediction are illustrated. 

Table 1 IVF Reduced data set by applying Weka’s Attribute 

Selection Tool 
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AF-Age female, DI – duration of infertility, PP- previous 

pregnancy, MiC-miss carriage caused, END-endometriosis, 

MD-medical disorder, PS-previous surgery, TI-tubal 

infertility, OF-ovulatory factor, HF-hormonal factor, 

CF-cervical factor, UF-unexplained factor, SEV-sperm 

ejaculated volume, LT-liquidation time, SC-sperm 

concentration, SM-sperm motility, SV-sperm vitality, 

SPM-sperm morphology, NOR-number of oocytes received, 

NET-number of embryos transferred, AR-assisted 

reproductive. 

The sample IVF data set collected from different fertility 

clinics and maternity hospitals are illustrated in Table 2.  The 

table contains the data of individual couples who undergone 

treatments for test tube baby through various tests.  

Table 2. IVF data collected from infertility clinics and research 

centers (sample)  

 

III. EXPERIMENTS 

  The data set are preprocessed to select only most influential 

parameters using attribute selection algorithm, which filters 

the noisy data resulted in the selection of parameters with 

high impact factors.   The selected data set is subjected to the 

further classification, as illustrated in Fig. 1. 

 

Fig 1. Attribute selection algorithm for data filtering 

  The attribute selection method reduced the input set and 

produces four highly influential set of parameters as 

unexplained, sperm concentration, sperm motility and male 

factor only (See Fig 2.). 

 
             Fig 2. Attribute selection result 

  These attributes will be the input set to multilayer 

perceptron network, a type of Artificial Neural Network 

(ANN), for classification and to find true or false pulse rate 

and error rate. In this classifier, the multilayer perceptron 

network architecture is used to train and to determine a mean 

value of error rate and confusion matrix.  The classification 

process through multilayer perceptron in WEGA tool is as 

shown in Fig. 3. 

 

Fig 3.Selecting multilayer perceptron function for classification 

  The multilayer perceptron neural network is constructed and 

generated the confusion matrix.   In this process of network 

construction, the valuable errors,YES or NO value, true and 

false rate are generated, as shown in Fig. 4.  The construction 

network is as shown in Fig. 5. 

 

Fig 4. Multilayer perceptron and error rate 
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Fig 5. Network construction for multilayer perceptron 

  The cross validation value of trained network and error rate 

are explained in this section. The formula of the TP (true 

pulse) and FP (false pulse) error rate is shown in eqn.(5). 

                                        (5) 

Where X is the data, T is the component scores and P is the 

component loadings. E is the residual or error matrix. 

Because ASCA (Advanced Single Channel Analyzer) models 

the variation partitions by SCA (Single Channel Analyzer), 

the model for affect estimates looks like this: 

 

 

 

Table 3. Error rate of parameters taken for prediction 
 

  TP-true pulse, FP-false pulse 

  Correlation coefficient                  0.4716 

  Mean absolute error                      0.3576 

  Root mean squared error               0.4636 

  Relative absolute error                75.9815 % 

  Root relative squared error          95.4552 % 

  Total Number of Instances           300    

In table 3, the details of error rate and correlation coefficient 

generated during the network classification is illustrated.  The 

mean absolute error (MAE) is a common measure of feature 

selection analysis, where the terms "mean absolute deviation" 

(MAD) is sometimes used in confusion with the more 

standard definition of mean absolute deviation. The same 

confusion exists here generally. 

Confusion matrix: 

a b    classified as 

 71    2 | a = NO 

 18  23 | b = YES 

  Confusion matrix is a specific layout, which allows 

visualization of the performance of an algorithm, typically 

a supervised learning one. Each column of the matrix 

represents the instances in a predicted class, while each row 

represents the instances in an actual class. Based on the error 

rate and matrix the related graph shows the value influential 

level and it shows the every individual and grouped attribute 

for the future enhancement. 

 

 
Unexplained factor Sperm 

concentration 
Sperm motility Male factor 

 
Fig 6. Graph analysis for the TF and FP rate 

  

 In the above graph (See Fig. 6), the True rate and False rate 

of influential attributes are depicted to distinguish. The graph 

indicates a high level of true pulse and minimum of false 

pulse rate. The plotter area displays the impact level of True 

and False rate, highly concentrated area indicates that the 

respective attributes have more influences on IVF treatments. 

The plotter matrix of attributes selected and classification 

process is as shown in Fig. 7. 

 
Fig 7. Plotter matrix of attribute classification 

  These processes of attribute reduction yield the resulted set 

of attributes known as highly influential attributes on IVF 

fertility prediction.  The repeated application of attribute 

reduction process in different combination of attributes 

produces the reduced set of attributes that can enhance the 

prediction accuracy [8]. 
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IV. RESULT AND DISCUSSIONS 

  The experimental results show that the filter and classifier 

tool using data mining techniques employed to evaluate and 

produce the minimum set of data which have most influence 

on estimating the success rate of IVF treatment.  In the 

experiment, the true and false pulse error, plotter and 

confusion matrix are described.  The correlation coefficient 

between the attributes to estimate dependency between the 

attributes and percentage of influences are correctly 

calculated.  

V. CONCLUSION 

  In this paper, a data mining method of data analysis, 

classification is proposed for the In-Vitro Fertilization data 

analysis, and multilayer perceptron network for classification 

or prediction. From the experiments, the observation is made 

in the attribute selection analysis and it helps to find the most 

influential IVF parameters to predict the successful rate of 

IVF treatment.   The proposed technique is useful for finding 

the minimum set of influential parameters in order to predict 

a success rate of IVF, which enable the Gynecologists to 

prescribe the treatment to the couples. By knowing the 

success rate prior to the treatment, the couples get 

psychological boost, which increases their chances of getting 

successful pregnancy. 
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